A simple centrifugal dehydration force method to characterize water compartments in fresh and post-mortem fish muscle.
A centrifugal dehydration force (CDF) method to quantify changes in tissue hydration in fresh and in post-mortem muscular fish tail tissue is presented. The data obtained were used to assess fluid flow rate from tissues and the size of hydration compartments expressed in g water/g dry mass (DM). Curve fit analysis demonstrated that muscle tissue has three detectable water compartments. Application of the method to the fresh fish indicated the presence of a large non-bulk water compartment (3.14 g water/g DM) with a much smaller (0.11 g water/g DM) inner non-bulk water sub-compartment in addition to a comparatively small bulk water compartment (0.99 g water/g DM). At 10 min and at 4h post-mortem, no significant change in size or flow rate of the water compartments was observed. At 24h post-mortem the muscular fish tissue, stored in water, swelled with statistically significant increase in total water and in the bulk water compartment but no significant change in the size of the non-bulk water compartments. The water flow rate from the non-bulk water compartment was, however, increased significantly in the 24h dead tissue. This simple CDF method has application for quantization of bulk and non-bulk water compartments in other biological and non-biological systems.